May 8-12

This week in Social, we
have been learning about Indian tribes and buildings
from the Southwest. I know
all of them. Well, I can’t
remember 2 of them. We only have 4 and it’s pretty
easy. Right now we are coloring a picture of the Indians
and I am almost done. We
have a test soon. I hope I
get 100%. – Lilly
In English this week, we
have been learning about
prepositions. A preposition is a
word that shows a relationship between a noun (or pronoun) and some other word
in the sentence. Prepositions
can show where people or
things are located. The cat
is sitting on the log. On the
log, is the prepositional
phrase, on is the preposition,

and log is the object of the
preposition. Prepositions can
1. island
also show time relationships.
2. column
Eric will take the test during
3. knee
4. often
lunch. During lunch is the
prepositional phrase, during is 5. known
6. castle
the preposition, and lunch is
7. thumb
the object of the preposition.
8. half
– Bryan
9. calf
This week in Math, we
10.whistle
are learning about triangles.
11. autumn
If 3 sides are equal, it is an 12.knuckles
13.numb
equilateral triangle. If 2
14.Illinois
sides are equal, it is called
15.rhyme
an isosceles triangle. And if
16.climber
no sides are the same length,
17.limb
it is a scalene triangle. We
18.plumbing
also learned that every tri19.ghost
angle has two acute angles,
20.clothes
and whatever the third angle 21.raspberry
22.symptom
is, it is that type of triangle
too. (acute, obtuse, and right.) 23.Wyoming
24.salmon
– Joe
25.cologne
In religion, we are doing
the rosary for all of
May. On Thursdays and
Fridays, we
NEXT WEEK:
do it at
• May 18 5th Grade Graduation and Brunch
the end
• May 19 Hooked on Fishing
of mass. – FUTURE:
• May 29 Memorial Day—NO SCHOOL
AXEL
•
•
•

May 30 All School Field Trip
June 2 Last School Mass
June 2 1/2 Day. Family Picnic

This week in reading the story moonwalk. It was about these two brothers. The older one was Vern. the younger one was Gerry. Vern always called
Gerry a runt. They lived on the moon. Vern taunted Gerry until he finally
jumped over the rille. They include real facts about the moon, because this is
a science fiction genre story.in the end Vern fell in. this surprised me because in the beginning he was the one who was acting all confident and
cocky. It was a fun and enjoyable story. I liked it. – JADE
This week for extra things to do we finished up our poems such as shape/
concrete, school, and alphabet poems. Don’t forget our acrostic name poems.
We drew shapes and wrote the poem on it. We typed up all the other ones
and put them on a perfect paper. We thought it was awesome. – JACOB and
SOPHIE
We had 2 NWEA tests out of three done on Wednesday. We did our
reading and our English test all in one day. We did that because Mrs. P
had the library reserved for us all day. So we decided to do two of them to
get them out of the way. It was quite fun. – DRAKE
-

